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DECISION SYSTEMS RESEARCH FOR THE TOURISM/RECREATION INDUSTRY*

Uel Blank, Wilbur R. Maki, and Kathleen M. N’ovak**

Abstract

Research on tourism and recreation has expanded rapidly

in the past decade in both content and coverage. Yet its

major thrust remains descriptive with an emphasis on impact

and market studies. This paper proposes a shift in this

research to an emphasis on decision information and the

means for improving its quality, accessibility, and

application. A prototype information system is presented

which is built on existing tourism/recreationdata and

within the context of an existing impact assessment system.

Critical decision information needs of the tourism/recreation

industry are addressed with the prototype system.

I. Introduction - The State of Tourism/RecreationResearch

“Tourism/recreationresearch at present is fragmented and unfocused”.

‘“Tourism/recreationresearch has never been better”.

Both of the statements are true. A careful search of the literature

is likely to yield very few conclusive findings. However, much more and
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The authors wish to thank their colleagues, Patricia Dalton, Miguel Garcia and
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better designed research is underway each year, especially since organization

of the Travel and ‘L’ourismResearch Association in 1969 and the publication OE

The Journal of Travel Research, The Journal of Leisure Research, and Leisure

Sciences.

This lack of research focus and failure to develop as yet a coherent

body of theory can be attributed to the fact that:

. The tourism/recreationfield is bewilderingly complex and wide in

scope cutting across several disciplines, including economics,

sociology, political science, management, marketing, and a wide

range of mtural sciences.

. Recognition for scholarly research in tourism and recreation has

been achieved only recently [8,9,17].

o Tourism/recreationactivities have yet only limited recognition

as a part of the rapidly growing service sector of local economies

which create jobs and incomes like other economic activities , and

account for more than 20 percent of total personal consumption

expenditures.

Review of tourism/recreationresearch shows that:

Much of the work is descriptive, primarily counting and classifying

facilities, services, activities, and users.

A large effort is devoted to impact studies with most being economic

in orientation but with physical and social impacts being studied [10].

Most of these impact studies reveal the value of tourism and recreation

activities to a local economy [15]. They help convince skeptics of

the economic importance of these activities to a community and its

region or state [12].

Market studies represent another major thrust often undertaken to
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determine user characteristics and activities associated with a given

facility or recreation use area [11,16].

$ Most studies are narrowly oriented,towards a given client or activity,

like: guests at a motel or campground; users of a given park; deep

sea fishermen; hunters and fishermen; airline passengers; and outdoor

recreators using public facilities. The results cannot be generalized

and little if any, theoretical contributions are derived from them.

0 In the face of the dynamic development of tourism/recreationactivities

in the past two decades, the corresponding research effort is failing

to maintain a comparable pace in building the conceptual frameworks and

data for keeping abreast of evolving markets, investment, and use

patterns.

II. A Proposed Comprehensive Regional

A first requisite to building an

basis for research that can contribute

Approach to

appropriate

usefully to

Tourism/RecreationResearch

conceptual and factual

decision making is a

holistic approach to tourism/recreation systems. Such approaches are now being

made toward gathering fully comprehensive data sets for selected areas in

Minnesota including the Minnesota-St. Paul Metropolitan Area, the Boundary

Waters Canoe Area, the

4,5,6,7]. The greatly

tions alone are easily

approach, it was found

Crow Wing River, and the Lake Superior North Shore [2,3,

expanded insights available from comprehensive descrip-

worth the added effort. For example, using a holistic

that private commercial facilities housed more visitors

overnite in the area outside the million acre Boundary Waters Canoe Area (BWCA)

in northeastern Minnesota than used the public area each day. Among the many

conclusions that could be drawn from this finding are that:

O Private operations outside the dedicated area contribute more to

access to the north woods and waters recreational experiences of
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the region than pubically-managed facilities. While strong citizen

interests speak for the publically-dedicatedarea, no citizen group

speaks for the private operations.

o The BWCA, a separately managed component of the Superior National

Forest, offers a unique experience. But if the Forest Service

and other public resource managing agencies operating in the

region wish to enlarge public recreational experiences, they

might give as much attention to design and management of experiences

available outside the dedicated area as they do to the BWCA itself.

@ Within this overall system the dedicated BWCA has the special function

of preserving wilderness values.

Because of the heterogeneousnature of tourism/recreation-related

decision systems and of tourism/recreationactivities and clients, an

information system can quickly reach the limits of manageability. National

level data about a given activity reveal trends, but provide only nominal

\ help in management of a specific facility which is differentially, if at all,

impacted by national trends. At the state level, a given activity is manageable

only as an abstraction. Further, the attractors inducing travel and the related

management activities may include different sets of decision systems and

different private/governmentalmixes from one place to another.

Proposed in this paper is a decision system that can be best developed

at a geographical scale which reduces the heterogeneity and complexity of the

groups of recreational users and their activity patterns, the attraction

feature, and the governmental and private decision making. Such a geographic

area may consist of only a few counties or, even a single urban community and

its hinterland. By first focusing on such pilot areas, methodology can be

developed which can be applied to progressively larger systems.
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111. A Simple Tourism/RecreationModel

A simple model of a tourism/recreationactivity system is presented

in Figure 1. At its simplest level it has”only three components, namely:

@ the recreational users

o the recreational destination area

e the linkages between the two

Recreational users affect the destination area, its resources,

facilities and economy differently according to (1) their lodging means,

whether in second houses, wilderness camping, group camps, resorts, motels

or with friends , and (2) their activity patterns, which may emphasize

fishing, power boating, wilderness experiences, relaxing in isolation

from their work place, or nature observation.

‘L’herecreational destination area consists of two major features:

attractions, i.e., reason for travel to the area; and services, i.e.,

facilities and activities for visitors which allow them to stay in the area

and readily access its attractions.

interpretation system is the entire

The promotion/information/direction/

range of means whereby users give

information on (1) access to the attractions and (2) services of the destination

area. This system is as essential to visitors as the recreation facilities

and services simply because recreators do not go places to do things that

they

of a

do not know about. The destination area viewed from the perspective

resident consists of:

e the basic industry sustaining the resident population, part of which

is the tourism/recreationindustry,

● the infrastructure and residentary industry, which supports and

complements the basic industries,
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a the natural and man made resources, which usually are important

determinants of the basic industry, including the tourism/recreation

activities,

● the community decision system, which consists of the means whereby

management decisions are made about resources, public and private

investment development, and area management.

Linkages between users and the recreation destination area include all

transportation and communication activities. Because these are among the
.-

most dynamic elements in a local economy, their changes can’tiprofoundly

influence a regionls tourismlrecreationindustry. The far-reaching

consequences of transportation-communicationsadvances in the last 50,

and especially in the last 25, years have made all tourism/recreationdestina-

tion areas directly competitive with one and another. Communications activities,

while a smaller economic factor than transportation,are much more complex.

They consist primarily of a two-way flow of information between recreational

users and suppliers of facilities and services. Some of this flow is direct, as

in the case of lodging reservations, some is thru public media, and some thru

intermediaries, such as a travel agent. Some takes place while the user is at

home, and some takes place with the user in the area. Examples of the latter

are community information stations, the distribution of local literature by

lodging facilities, and interpretation of the community at points of interest.

The appropriate study area that can serve as the building block for

tourism industry management and decision theory development is one large

enough to include the fall range of interacting tourism/recreationinterests:

governmental (federal, state, local), private, and individual; and also one

that is a recognized destination of tourists [1].
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A tourism destination area is readily identified by name and by charac-

teristic recreationaluse patterns. These patterns are “activities attractions”

meaning that along with the place name image there is an image of things to do.

Some necessary attributes of a destination area are:

● Well-differentiateddominant physical feature, like an entire city, a

historical feature, or a park, or a natural feature like a lake,

a mountain, ocean, or forest. The area is identifyible on maps, on

roadsigns and at its site.

. Readily comprehendible by visitors in terms of their recreational

interests.

. Availability of, and access to, specific activities which usually

are related to the physical resource, natural or man made, and an

adequate service delivery system adapted from tourists and

recreationists.

● A general community infrastructure, including recreational features

and services for residents that may be further expanded to also serve

visitors and that would be available in addition to the dominant

activity attraction.

@ Scale, in the northeast Minnesota setting, would be represented by

an area of 25 to 50 miles in diameter, although some destination

areas may extend 150 miles from one side to the other.

A conceptual framework for a compromise study approach is presented in

Figure 2. Illustrated is the approximately one million acre Boundary Waters

Canoe Area Wilderness (BWCAW) in northeastern Minnesota and its hinterland

communities. While the BWCAW is one area, its sub-areas are distinctly dif-

ferent tourist destination areas. Thus it is suggested that an appropriate

approach includes the entire area, but with separate sub-areas for management
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of each of the distinctive tourist destination areas about its periphery. These

consist of:

e Gunflint Trail

* Ely area

* Lake Vermilion, including the cities of Cook, Tower and Soudan

0 Crane Lake

Each of these has sub-area

and tourism markets.

By the same reasoning

Park with entrances on its

destination areas.

distinctive decision systems, tourism images,

a decision area might include Yellowstone

east, north, west and south sides as separate

The coastal area of Oregon might be treated as one linear destination

area with separately-delineatedsub-areas throughout its length or in its

near vicinity. This iS

Shore study area, which

analagous to the 150 mile long Lake Superior North

is presented next.

Iv. Facility Base Recreation Activities

Facilities form the basis on which a tourism industry is developed.

The particular form that facilities take will vary between and even

within recreation focal areas. Factors influencing type of facility are the

needs of various groups of visito~s, the degree of their personal involvement

with and commitment to nature, local economic development and statutory

limitations. Even the wilderness experience requires a supporting base of

facilities. Facility, in the sense that it is being used here, relates to

any publicly or privately supplied or maintained area or structure that is

utilized in the context of a recreational experience.

So far it has been established that areas of natural beauty draw

the tourist and that facilities are required for their translation into a
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r~creation experience. Parenthetically, we recognize that metropolitan areas

are also major providers of recreational experiences, but we are not including

a direct consideration of them in this paper [3,6]. Activities are an

additional ingredient in outdoor recreation. While tourists are attracted to

an area by its geophysical features, these features are essentially used as

a back drop for numerous vacation/recreation activities. Facilities on the

other hand support activities and allow for the enjoyment of the setting. All

three, setting, facilities, and activities, are essential for recreation.

Together they form what can be called the recreation mix. The relationship

between the three components of the recreationalmix can be visualized as a

nesting arrangement. Setting is the outer ring encompassing the other two,

while facilities are in an intermediary position and activities form the center

or the heart of the recreation mix.

Much of the existing

examined

The body

visitors

decision

the participation

of literature has

work in the field of outdoor recreation has

of individuals in recreation activities [5,18].

contributed greatly to the understanding of what

do while in a tourism setting. However, to fully utilize a systematic

making approach in the field of recreation, from both the supply and

the demand side, all of the components of the recreation mix must be considered.

Recognizing that activities form the heart of the recreation mix, the

challenge is to develop a comprehensive list of activities that form the basis

of a recreation information system. One criterion for classifying activities

is geographical transferability. That is, a classification that is developed

for Minnesota should also make sense and be applicable to other areas of the

U.S. and other countries. Referring to the model of recreation mix, and

realizing the intercessionary role of facilities between activities and natural

setting, a classification scheme was developed that groups particular
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activities according to the facility type necessary for the performance of the

activity.

An example of a classification system utilizing the concept of the

recreation mix is presented for northeast Minnesota. The natural setting

is the North Shore of Lake Superior, which stretches 150 miles from Duluth,

Minnesota to Canada and has been called one of the two most beautiful drives

in the nation [4]. The description of facility is based on the Minnesota State

Comprehensive Outdoor Recreation Plan and is compatible with facility types

in the Nationwide Outdoor Recreation Plan. A set of ten recreation activities

has

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

been defined as follows:

Trail activities utilize public or privately maintained trails for

access to forest or wilderness areas.

Water activities require access to lakes or rivers, docks and/or rental

provisions as well as boat launching ramps.

Licensed activities require the participant to obtain a permit prior to

engaging in the activity.

Driving activities require publicly maintained streets and highways.

Resort activities can occur on community owned recreation facilities

or on privately owned facilities associated with a particular resort.

Park activities take place on public lands such as state parks, wayside

rests, state and federal forests or at private campgrounds.

Urban activities are associated with commercial development and urban areas.

Educational activities provide the visitor an opportunity to learn more

about the natural, historic, economic or industrial aspects of the area.

Personal activities can be done in conjunction with any or all of the

other activities cited previously and several personal activities can be

done simultaneously.
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10. Enroute activities require lodging provisions, either wilderness or

developed, public or private.

The ten activity classes meet the criterion of being geographically transferable.

The advantage of using a recreation mix concept is that it allows the develop-

ment of an analytical framework that is not parochial in nature. Recreation

studies thus can be compared from one area to the next.

To apply the general framework to a particular locale, the broad

facility based

occurring at a

the example of

activity definitions are subdivided to include activities

specific location,in a specific time frame. To return to

the North Shore of Lake Superior, a survey was conducted to

determine visitor participation in individual activities [6]. These activities

were entered into the general classification scheme, again on a facility

utilization basis. How an area specific list of visitor activities can readily

be adapted to the recreation mix concept is illustrated below:

1.

2*

3*

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

Trail activities: bicycling, hiking, backpacking, horseback riding,

driving off-road vehicles, picking berries, ski touring, snowmobiling.

Water activities: canoeing, motor boating, waterskiing, sailing, swimming.

Licensed activities: fishing, hunting.

Driving activities: driving for pleasure, sightseeing.

Resort activities: golf, tennis, swimming pool, sauna, downhill ski, lodging.

Park activities: developed camping, wilderness camping, picnicking,

cooking.

Urban activities: movies, live entertainment, community events, dining

for pleasure, shopping.

Educational activities: visit historic sites, visit interpretive centers,

going on industry tours.

Personal activities: sunbathing, reading, jogging, observing nature,

socializing with people, taking pictures, watching Lake Superior.
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10. Enroute activities: residing at intermediate destinations.

While type of tourism/recreationactivity is facility-based,

tourism/recreationexpenditures are appropriately related to activity.

Expenditures are induced by, and are of function of, specific activities.

The $ake Superior North Shore study thus focuses on the identificationand

delineation of activities as a first step in the re-measurementof

tourism/recreationexpenditures and their full economic impact on the region

and the state.

&

v. Activity-RelatedTourism/RecreationExpenditures

Tourism/recreation expenditures are final purchases attributed to

visitors and, in this study, to local residents, local businesses, and

federal, state, and local government agencies. All tourism/recreation

expenditures are incurred initially because of individual and group

participation in particular tourism/recreationactivities. Subsequently,

business investment expenditures and tourism/recreation-relatedgovernment

expenditures are incurred in the construction and maintenance of tourism/

recreation facilities and the delivery of essential services. Unfortunately

the activity-relatedexpenditure data are not available from

surveys, nor are they readily derived from published reports

statistical series.

existing

and

An illustrative set of activity-related tourism/recreation

expenditures is presented in Table 1 for the seven-county northeast

Minnesota region, which includes both the BWCA and the North Shore Study Area.

Total visitor expenditures in 1977 are distributed among the 10 types of

tourism/recreationactivities on the basis of visitor participation rates for

each activity. Business investment and government expenditures also are distri-
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buted among the 10 activities, but on the basis of reported new facility

construction and pro-rata allocation of total government expenditures to

publically-supportedtourism/recreationfacilities and services.

Total visitor expenditures are derived from a random sample of

visitors to the BWCA and the North Shore Study Area. The survey results

were used as control totals for the distribution of these total expenditures

to the individual expenditure and activity categories specified in Table 1.

Both visitor consumption and visitor-related investment expenditures, which are

not included in Table 1, however, conform with the standard expenditure

classification scheme for the U.S. product and income in [13].

Several additional steps are required in the use of the expenditure

activity table in impact assessment for the tourism/recreationindustry,

namely, derivation of a corresponding output expenditure table and the use

of a computational procedure for demonstrating the local impacts of given

changes in tourism-recreationexpenditures. The first of these steps is

illustrated in Table 2 with the distribution of total visitor expenditures

among producing industries.

The distribution of visitor expenditures essentially accounts for the

individual contribution of local industry and imports to the tourism/

recreation industry as a whole. Again, the distribution of expenditures

remains stable from one period to the next, although the actual expenditure

levels will vary within a 12-month period and from one 12-month period to

the next. Further refinement of the 12-month expenditure profiles would

show these expenditure distributions by three-month periods to account for

occasional variability in activity mix. However, this refinement would

occur, not with Table 2, but with Table 1.
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A quarterly distribution of expenditure mix of each activity is

partially, if not largely, accounted for in the definition of individual

activities, as illustrated by the seasonality of the individual activities

listed earlier. The individual activities are distributed roughly by

season as follows:

Activity
Type

Trail

Water

Licensed

Driving

Resort

Park

Urban

Educational

Personal

Enroute

TOTAL

June-

-

6

5

0

1.3

2

4

1

2

.3

1,3

23.9

Sept.-
Nov.

(number)

0

0

1

.3

1

0

1

●3

.7

.3

4.6

Dec.- Mar.-
Feb. x

2 0

0 0

0 1

.2 .2

1.8 .2

0 0

2 1

.4 .3

.3 .7

.2 .2

6.9 2.6

Total

8

5

2

2

5

4

5

3

2

2—

38

Thus, over 60 percent of the tourism/recreationactivities would occur in the

June-August period while less than 10 percent would occur in the March-May

period. Related industry employment patterns would vary sharply between the

short summer season and other seasons.

Total final purchases due to tourism/recreationactivities are

derived from the multiplication of the expenditure-activitycoefficients

in Table 1 by the total expenditures in each activity class. Thus, a new

table of total visitor expenditures would show final purchases by expenditure
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class and activity class. Finally, the new table of final purchases is

pre-multiplied by the industry-expenditurecoefficients in Table 1 to obtain

a distribution of total visitor purchases by industry and expenditure class.

Thus, industry-specificfinal purchases are represented as a measure of the

direct impact of tourism/recreationactivities on the regional, that is,

northeast Minnesota, economy.

A comparable set of tables of final purchases for tourismlrecreation

facilities, public and private, and related public services has been

prepared to show the total direct impact of tourism/recreationactivities

on the regional economy. The additional columns of final purchases are

additive, specifically in the context of the regional input-output tables,

of which Tables 1 and 2, and the related tables, are an integral part.

The expanded re@onal input-output system is used, finally, to derive the

total direct and indirect regional impact of tourism/recreationactivities.

Operating procedures for interfacing activity-related tourism/recreation

expenditure data, as illustrated in Tables 1 and 2, with a dynamic regional

simulation model are described elsewhere [12,14]. Also, additional procedures

are available to disaggregate the dynamic regional simulations to individual

tourism/recreation focal areas [13].

VI ● Providing Decision Information for Educators and Managers in Tourism/
Recreation Industry

Educators and managers, both public and private, are the target informa-

tion users for the regional tourism/recreationdecision information system

described earlier. Much

content: it pertains to

private decision making.

decision information for

of the decision information is macro-economic in

the external economic environment for public and

It is supplemented, however, by micro-economic

educators and managers in their respective activities.
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The decision systems research outlined earlier is designed to address

the educational challenge in the tourism/recreationindustry. This challenge

is at least two-fold: it concerns information needs of both the users and the

providers of tourism/recreationservices. For the users of tourism/recreation

services, the information needs pertain to: (1) the making of preferred choices

on recreation destination areas and (2) the deriving of maximum personal value

from the living experiences in the chosen destination areas. For the providers

of tourism/recreationservices, the information needs pertain to: (1) the
Q+

delivery of preferred mixes of tourism/recreationservices in each focal area

and in the regional system of focal areas, and (2) the selection of most

profitable combinations of production inputs for the desired

delivery.

Macro-economic outputs of the dynamic regional computer

levels of service

model fill

a critical inforution gap for educators and managers who must address the

implications of existing and projected economic conditions for the

individual decision maker. The macro-economic informationmust make sense,

however, to the individual decision maker, which it does only to the extent

that its implications can be related to the individual decision maker.

The educational challenge, thus, is a continuing task of: (1) identifying

the casual links between the macro-economic decisions environment and the

micro-economic decision variables and (2) demonstrating the immediate

economic effects of alternative decision rules and strategies.

Decision systems research also addresses the management challenge in

the tourism/recreationindustry, that is, simple economic survival, which is,

indeed, most difficult in periods of deep recession, as is the case now for

many tourism/recreation-dependentregions. Economic survival in a dynamic,

growing economy depends on investment in essential public and private
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facilities. It depends also, on the effectiveness of day-to-day facility

maintenance and operation and season-to-season market assessments. The

macro-economic outputs cited earlier, when.competently interpreted, provide

for the critical investment and market-related business management decisions.

The management challenge, is in part, the reconciliationof the management

objectives and strategies with existing and projected macro-economic conditions.

It is also a matter of risk taking and related capacity-building. The task of

management capacity-building for risk-taking includes reduction of excessive

seasonality in tourism/recreationactivities through introduction of new

activities in the low activity periods. For this purpose, the seasonal

distribution of tourism/recreationexpenditures is an essential part of the

decision information package for the tourism/recreationindustry.

VII. Summary and Conclusions

Lack of a decision focus in much tourism/recreationresearch accounts,

in part, for its apparant ineffectiveness in addressing information needs

in the tourism/recreationindustry. A redirection in this research is

proposed which addresses the information needs of both educators and

managers. This redirection requires a conceptual framework for: (1)

delineating tourism/recreationaldecision areas, (2) identifying facility-

based tourism/recreationactivity areas, (3) measuring activity-related

visitor purchases (and, also, final purchases of businesses and government

agencies), (4) deriving total direct and indirect effects of tourism/

recreation activities, and (5) organizing educational programs for users

and providers of tourism/recreationservices. Important in this proposal

is the building of the new tourism/recreationdecision information system from

existing data and impact assessment systems. Tourism/recreation research
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ha.sexpanded rapidly in the past decade in content and coverage, and its

potential development is, indeed, highly promising.
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